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Abstract: Organizations present their existence on social media to gain followers and reach out to the crowds. Social
media-related tasks and applications, such as social media graph construction, sentiment analysis, and bot detection,
are required to identify the entities’ account types. Some applications focus on personal accounts, whereas others only
need nonpersonal accounts. This paper addresses the account classification problem using only minimum amount of
data, which is the metadata of the account’s profile. The proposed approach classifies accounts either as organization
or individual, in a language-independent manner, without collecting the accounts’ tweet content. The model uses a
long short term memory (LSTM) network for processing the textual properties and a fully-connected neural network for
processing the numerical features. We apply our solution to a collection of Twitter accounts, as it is one of the most
widely used social networks. Our classifier, based solely on the account metadata, achieves an average of 97.4% accuracy
under 7-fold cross-validation. The experiments show that the account metadata is a qualified resource for accurately
estimating the account types.
Key words: Twitter, account classification, organization vs. individual, account metadata

1. Introduction
Social media has become an essential part of life, not only for humans but also for organizations and establishments. Nowadays, the world is in the era of connectivity and accessibility. Fast and easy access to knowledge,
sharing information, and connecting the world became fundamental needs for society. Several social media
platforms emerged to meet these demands, and one of the biggest platforms is Twitter. Besides, Twitter is
a microblogging system that provides users an environment to share relatively short content. Twitter also
contributes a wide variety of research opportunities in various areas with the data produced in it.
Twitter provides rich content for various aspects of social media analysis studies, such as text mining,
graph structure, or statistical analysis. However, the data needs preprocessing and cleaning since personal
accounts are not structured, and there are also many fake, bot, and corporate accounts. Manual annotation
of dataset is costly and biased since annotators’ decisions might be subjective. Therefore, various research
attempts are trying to make account type detection automatic [1]. This automated account classification is a
necessary prior step to improve the quality of various social media analysis tasks such as building social media
graphs or analyzing the message texts. One of the biggest challenges in building social network graphs is space
and time complexity. Thus, account elimination is significant to reduce this complexity [2–4].
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One of the popular research subjects that also requires tweets is the sentiment analysis [5–8], which is
widely used for identifying user’s reviews of entities to capture the trends. Similarly, event-related Twitter posts
are trendy research topics [9–12]. Tweets themselves are the primary source of information for such research.
In similar studies, individual accounts are needed, and organizational accounts must be excluded.
Our study focuses on the same problem and aims to determine organizational and individual accounts
automatically. We propose a powerful approach to classify the Twitter accounts as individual vs. organization,
using limited metadata of the accounts. Organizations, institutions, news or entertainment accounts, are labeled
as organization. On the other hand, personal accounts are the accounts that reflect the emotion, thought, or
behavior of a human, so fake user accounts can also be personal accounts.
As one of the previous studies on the same problem, in [14], for account classification, the last 200 tweets
posted from a given account are analyzed. Following a similar approach, the work in [13] adopts a single tweet
to feed into a character-based convolutional neural network. Unlike these two, we concentrate on only the
metadata of the account. Thus, in our approach, the data collection, preprocessing, and classification stages
require much less effort than the related methods. Furthermore, protected accounts’ metadata are also publicly
available, and thus it is possible to classify the protected accounts as well. The proposed method is publicly
available as a software tool.
Today, many Twitter accounts contain texts written in multiple languages and dialects. Therefore, multilingual support is needed for the account classifiers that analyze message content. Our proposed model does
not depend on a single language. It encodes the textual properties using Byte-Pair Encoding [15]. Numeric
features fill the deficiency for the samples of the textual features that fall behind.
Due to the nature of Twitter use, the number of individual and organization accounts is inherently
unbalanced, such that the individual accounts constitute the majority [16]. To overcome this deficiency for
model construction, we have followed the procedure used in the studies given in [13] and [14], where the dataset
is arranged as balanced, unbalanced, and full.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related works. Section 3 describes
the proposed pipeline from data collection to account classification. In Section 4, we present the experiments
and evaluation results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with an overview.
2. Related work
Various works concentrate on the Twitter account classification in terms of different aspects. Several features can
be extracted for classification. Mainly textual and statistical properties of account information and user tweets
are used in the previous studies in various combinations. In [17], authors classify the Twitter users as individual
vs. organization using textual content of the tweets for event recognition in Spanish and English. The studies
in [13] and [14] use account information along with user tweets to distinguish the organization and individual
accounts. Both approaches have several drawbacks: language dependency, exhausting data collection, and
processing stages due to noisy and unstructured text data. To overcome language dependency in textual data,
studies in [18], and [19] aim to extract statistical features from texts such as the number of favorites, number
of retweets, tweet length, number of hashtags, and emoticons in tweets. Although these works overcome the
language dependency problem, they still need to collect tweet data and require complex preprocessing.
If the account classification application’s purpose is to eliminate nonpersonal accounts from the social
network graph, using tweet data would be redundant. Other approaches use time distributions of the tweets or
the users’ post frequencies to avoid processing tweet texts [20, 21]. However, these approaches also have similar
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disadvantages as the previous studies, since, even though the texts are not processed, they still need to access
the tweet data. An alternative way is to use the joint representation of the profile and network information of
the account [22]. In [23], the authors construct a graph to find organization accounts based on their structural
and behavioral factors. Building a graph brings the computational cost of network structure.
The study in [16] proposes a demographic inference model that uses profile image and account metadata
for three attributes: gender, age, and organization indicator (individual vs. organization). The model uses
long-short term memory (LSTM) architecture [24] for textual features and DenseNet [25] for the profile picture.
The model is trained with the data set crawled by the authors, which is a heuristically-identified, and annotated
data set with the size of 23.86M for the individual vs. organization classification task.
Categorizing accounts might help to convey the intended message to the target audience. In this sense,
some studies classify users based on their interest [26–28], profile [29–31], political orientation [32–34], gender
[35, 36], and so on.
3. Method
3.1. Data collection
Our method’s data collection step is less laborsome than those in similar studies. Previous studies given in
[13] and [14] provide publicly available data sets, Humanizr and Demographer. The repository1 given in [13]
provides the Demographer dataset as a text file containing Twitter account ids and labels for each account.
The authors also provide Humanizr dataset, which they collected in 2018, in the same format. Using Twitter
account id, we have fetched the profile metadata of Twitter accounts using the open source Twitter scraping
tool ‘Twint’ [37]. Since we are using only the profile information, protected accounts are also included in
the dataset. We fetched 17,790 Twitter account profiles from Humanizr data set and 214,236 accounts from
Demographer. Table 1 provides the number of successfully fetched accounts in the datasets. The difference
between the original and collected counts stems from closed or suspended Twitter accounts. Table 2 shows the
profile metadata for a sample account that consists of 16 attributes. Among these attributes, 4 textual and
5 numeric attributes are used for model construction. We excluded the attributes that have low potential to
contribute to the classification, such as id and join date. Additionally, avatar attribute is also taken out as it
involves image processing, which may increase the processing complexity. There is no additional feature filtering
method applied to the data.
Table 1. Humanizr and Demographer dataset statistics. Original numbers are taken from the study in [13].

Dataset name
Humanizr
Demographer

Original accounts
18,922
227,277

Collected accounts
17,790
214,236

Collection percent
94%
94%

3.2. Data analysis
The collected Humanizr dataset consists of 17,790 user accounts, 16,012 of which are labeled as individuals, and
1778 of them are labeled as organizations. In the Demographer dataset, there are 214,236 accounts, 185,224
of which are labeled as individuals, and 29,012 are labeled as organization. Since the Demographer dataset
1 Knowles et al. (2016). Demographer Dataset [online]. Website https://bitbucket.org/mdredze/demographer/src/master/data/
[accessed March 2022].
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Table 2. Twint provides 16 different attributes for user profiles. The attributes used in this study are marked in bold.
Profile attributes
id
name
username
bio
location
url
join date
join time

Description
Unique identifier of user
Name of the user
Unique screen name
Description of the account
User-defined location
A url provided by user
UTC date of account creation
Time of account creation

Type
integer
text
text
text
text
text
text
text

Profile attributes
tweets
following
followers
likes
media
private
verified
avatar

Description
Number of tweet of the account
Number of users this account following
Number of users this account has
Number of tweets user has liked
Number of media in the tweets
True when account is protected
True when user has verified account
URL pointing to the user’s profile image

Type
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
boolean
boolean
text

comprises the Humanizr dataset, the figures are based on the Demographer dataset in the following sections.
The source codes, the dataset, and the interactive versions of the given figures used in this study are publicly
available2 .
We selected name, bio, location, and url attributes as text features and tweets, following, followers, media,
and likes attributes as numeric features for the classification. Figure 1 shows that there is a high overlap between
used words for each account type.

Figure 1. Word cloud of Demographer dataset, containing top 250 occurred words in individual (left) and organization
(right) accounts.

Figure 2a visualizes the relationship between the number of followers and followee per account. The
individual accounts have a high number of followees, but few followers try to increase their visibility by using
the follow-back strategy. The majority of this group is entrepreneurs. In contrast, accounts with a high number
of followers and fewer followees are usually owned by the people who are recognized by the crowd for their
success in their expertise areas. Similarly, organizational accounts of large companies have a high number
of followers and few followees. Newspapers, news agencies, social media companies, and the entertainment
industry’s well-known brands are such examples. Nonprofit or charity foundations do not have concerns over
following-back accounts since they aim to increase their visibility to reach out to the people.
2 Çetinkaya et al. (2021). Twitter Account Classification Using Account Metadata: Organization vs. Individual, Source and
Dataset [online]. Website https://github.com/tweetpie/twitter-account-classification [accessed March 2022].
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Figure 2. The distribution of individual and organization accounts in the Demographer dataset comparing the follower
count vs. (a) followee, (b) tweet, and (c) like counts. Note that the first chart in each row is for the whole colletion of
individual and organzation accounts.

The individual accounts in Figure 2b with more than 500K tweets do not have many followers. Still, they
continue to tweet consistently. Similar to Figure 2a, high-followers less-tweets points are celebrity accounts.
They do not aim to be active by posting tweets since their reputation in the real world is high enough. The
organization accounts having high tweet counts are the support accounts of companies. Customers tweet by
mentioning their account names in their tweets while expressing problems with the product or service. By
nature, these accounts do not have that many followers. The organization accounts with so many followers tend
to tweet less. The pioneer enterprises adopt this behavior mostly. Organizations tweet more than individuals
independently of their follower counts. Since professionals mostly manage those accounts, they have a consistent
tweet-sharing behavior compared to the individuals.
Figure 2c shows that individuals with fewer followers use Twitter as regular users where they consistently
follow other accounts and trend topics. This situation makes their likes count higher than the others. Individuals
with high followers tend not to like others’ tweets. The reason might be that they feel uncomfortable since their
likes are exposed to the mass. The main aim of organizations with few followers is to increase their visibility
by liking other tweets. The accounts following this strategy are mostly small or medium-sized enterprises and
1408
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organizations trying to build a community. In contrast to 2a, charities and nonprofit organizations take up less
space in the group of organizations with a high number of likes. Twitter accounts of big companies have a similar
attitude to be neutral, considering the company’s interests. Organizations like tweets as half as individuals do
on average.
As shown in Figure 3a, individuals have more likes than organizations in general. Celebrity accounts are
close to the origin where they usually tweet and like less. At some point, like count becomes acutely fewer while
tweet count increases. Support accounts have more tweets but fewer likes, as expected. The balance between
tweets and likes is more consistent for individuals than organizations. The organizations with a few tweets but
many likes usually do not post original tweets but retweet or like other accounts’ content.

Figure 3. The distribution of individual and organization accounts in the Demographer dataset comparing tweet count
vs. (a) like, (b) media, and (c) following counts. Note that the first chart in each row is for the whole collection of
individual and organization accounts.

The diversity of using media in individuals’ tweets is higher than the organizations. The organization
accounts that have media in almost all of their tweets are mostly propaganda or ad accounts. The organization
accounts with a high number of tweets and fewer media in Figure 3b are the support accounts. They usually
reply to the clients asking for help with plain text.
Individuals following so many accounts do not frequently tweet, as displayed in Figure 3c. They aim to
gain followers with the follow-back strategy. In contrast, the ones who tweet a lot do not follow that many
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users. These two groups pursue different strategies to become famous. Nonetheless, accounts with less than
500K tweets have a more consistent number of followees. Similar behavior can be seen for the organization
accounts as well.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 clearly demonstrate that numeric features for organization and individual accounts
do not give explicit clues to distinguish them. The accounts having similar goals are gathered together, as
explained in this section. However, the numeric features do not have specific organization vs. individual
classification information. Therefore, we used their textual features accompanied by numeric ones to classify.
Table 3 and Table 4 show the statistical summary of the features. For the textual features, average,
standard deviation, and max word counts are investigated to apply correct padding in the preprocessing step.
The same statistical investigation is applied to numerical features, but outliers with extremely high values for
the features affect the overall average, standard deviation, and max values, as shown in Table 4. Therefore,
these statistics do not give useful insights into the numerical features in the preprocessing phase.
Table 3. The statistics for the word lengths in textual features in Demographer dataset.

Bio
Name
Location
Url

Average
11
1.97
1.55
2.48

Standard deviation
5.97
0.74
1.96
1.53

Max
105
33
34
48

Table 4. The statistics of the numerical features in Demographer dataset.

Tweets
Following
Followers
Likes
Media

Average
22,982.40
3007.94
345,570.94
8790.79
5256.03

Standard deviation
67,810.64
32,085.57
2,718,346.26
28,226.66
25,707.56

Max
2,706,830
1,196,529
108,539,399
617,782
752,000

Demographer dataset includes Humanizr dataset accounts; thus, the data analysis section focuses on
Demographer. We considered that the URL, location, and biofields might differ according to account type, and
hence they can provide a clue for the account classification task. Figure 4 shows the number of accounts in terms
of their class that do not have these attributes full. As shown in Figure 4, the percentage of missing attributes
in classes is very close for bio and location. The missing URL attribute percentage among organization accounts
is 7% but among individual accounts is 21%. These statistics might indicate that if an URL attribute is not
specified for an account, it is more likely an individual account than an organization.
3.3. Data preprocessing
In the preprocessing step, we have applied basic data cleaning techniques. The numerical values in the textual
data are converted into textual equivalents to facilitate the model training. We have removed all punctuations
and turned the whole text into lowercase. Stopwords for the languages used in the dataset are removed from
the account texts. Normalization has been applied for the numeric attributes, and the values are scaled into
the range [0–1].
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Figure 4. Analysis on accounts for existence of URL, location and bio attributes in Demographer dataset.

There are accounts in various languages, making finding a standard embedding technique to prepare
texts as input to the neural network is challenging. Additionally, since Twitter users do not focus on grammar
rules or language structure in their account information, some words are concatenated in these metadata texts.
Therefore, pretrained models for word embeddings, such as GloVe [38], or word2vec [39], could not work directly
for our dataset because they do not include these concatenated words in their corpora. We used Sentencepiece
to extract the tokens from compound words [40].
We have also observed that some sentences include words from different languages together. The
Sentencepiece tool is a multilingual unsupervised tokenizer and detokenizer. It supports the Byte-Pair Encoding
segmentation algorithm to overcome unknown word problems [15]. Unknown words can be represented with
unique tokens like <unk>in the popular word embeddings like word2vec or GloVe, but it is not a viable solution.
There are different approaches to solve this problem, such as subword segmentation, which reconstructs a word’s
meaning from its parts. Byte-Pair Encoding is an unsupervised subword segmentation method that starts with
a sequence of symbols and iteratively merges the most frequent symbols to generate a new symbol. The origin
of Byte-Pair Encoding comes from the [41], and it is presented as a data compression algorithm that works by
replacing it with a byte that does not appear in that data as can be seen in Figure 5.

qwwrtwlkwwrth

qArtwlkArth

qABwlkABh

qCwlkCh

replace 'ww' with 'A'

replace 'rt' with 'B'

Byte-Pairs

Replacement

ww

A

rt

B

AB

C

replace 'AB' with 'C'

ﬁnal string

Figure 5. Original Byte-Pair compression algorithm visualized.

The study in [15] adopts this algorithm and modifies it slightly to provide a solution to the subword
tokenization problem. The original implementation’s main difference is to combine the most recurring characters
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or words instead of replacing them with another byte for compression. For example, in English corpora, the
most recurring characters ‘h’ and ‘e’ are combined into ‘he’, ‘t’ and ‘h’ are combined into ‘th’, then ‘t’ and ‘he’
are combined into ‘the’ to generate a new word.
We have used MultiBPEmb presented in [42], a collection of multilingual subword segmentation models and pretrained subword embeddings. It can tokenize concatenated words in 275 languages and provide
300-dimensional subword embeddings for different Byte-Pair Encoding vocabulary sizes. MultiBPEmb uses
SentencePiece to learn Byte-Pair Encoding subword segmentation models and GloVe to train subword embeddings. Table 5 shows the tokenization results of several examples. Each token has a 300-dimensional embedding
vector representation.
3.4. Classification
Our proposed model consists of two parallel models: multilayer perceptron (MLP) for numerical features and
bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) for textual features. Figure 6 shows the architecture of the model
in details.
Table 5. Sentencepiece tokenization results for some examples.
Language

en
de
iw
ru
es
fr
it

Text

Tokens

defenceandtechnology
ventureforamerica
lifeinpleasantville
peteforamerica
diewahrheit
רעצדוע
степеньпромышленногопроизводства
bailarconmusica
chargédecommunication
nontihoamore

[’_defence’, ’and’, ’technology’]
[’_venture’, ’for’, ’america’]
[’_life’, ’in’, ’pleasant’, ’ville’]
[’_pete’, ’for’, ’america’]
[’_die’, ’wahr’, ’heit’]
[׳דוע ׳, ]׳רעצ׳
[’_степень’, ’промышлен’, ’ного’, ’произ’, ’водства’]
[’_bailar’, ’con’, ’musica’]
[’_chargé’, ’de’, ’communication’]
[’_non’, ’ti’, ’ho’, ’amore’]

Output layer

...

32 nodes

...
LSTM

64 units

Textual features

Number of media

Number of likes

Number of followings

Number of tweets

Number of followers

...

16 nodes

Figure 6. Multilayer perceptron (MLP) for numeric features and long short-term memory (LSTM) for textual features
are used. Textual features are fed into the LSTM within a sequence. The last layers of the two models are concatenated
before connecting it to the output layer. While hidden layers have ReLU as an activation function, the output layer uses
sigmoid.
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MLP consists of multiple perceptrons echeloned into multiple layers. Single perceptron takes numeric
inputs with the corresponding weights to emit these values’ summation to the next layer’s neurons. In order to
add nonlinearity to the model, an activation function can be applied to the sum. The signal emitted from the
output layer is used to predict the class of the given sample. The architecture may vary with the number of
layers, neurons, activation function applied to the neurons.
LSTM is a type of recurrent neural network which takes the input as a temporal sequence [24]. The
neurons inside the LSTM are called memory cells where the state is stored. Each unit in the sequence is fed one
by one, and the state of the cell is updated throughout the sequence. The cell encapsulates the representation
encoded by the network when the sequence is fully consumed. Like traditional neurons, they may have activation
functions at the end of each node to map the input with nonlinearity.
We have applied an exhaustive search on finding hyperparameters while designing the model by splitting
the training set into validation and training with hold out of the test set. One layer to 4 layers of MLP is tested
with 16, 32, and 64 nodes inside the hidden layers. Similarly, 32, 64, and 128 sequence lengths are tested for
the LSTM part. The configuration that provides the highest accuracy scores in validation analysis is applied in
the final model.
We feed the MLP model with five numeric features: the number of tweets, followings, followers, likes, and
media. It has two hidden layers with 16 and 32 hidden nodes correspondingly. Both layers have rectified linear
unit (ReLU) activation function at the end. Bi-directional LSTM has 64 units inside, and 300-dimensional
embedding vectors are fed. We set the maximum sequence length to 64. A dropout layer is connected to LSTM
for regularization. At each iteration, random nodes are removed to prevent the model from over-fitting. The
output of the last MLP and LSTM layers are concatenated before feeding it to the output layer. The activation
function of the output layer is the sigmoid function for binary classification. The loss function for our model is
binary cross-entropy. The model uses the Adam optimizer for adjusting weights. We used a decaying learning
rate, starting from 10−3 . We selected the batch size as 128 for the training process.
4. Experiments and evaluation
We have implemented our model using the Tensorflow library in Python, which is successfully applied in similar
tasks [43]. The experiments are conducted under 7-fold cross-validation. We adopted four evaluation metrics for
evaluating the classification performance with a weighted average: accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure.
Three different studies focus on the same classification problem with different approaches [13, 14, 16]. Their
evaluation also differs, while the studies in [14] and [16] provide recall and accuracy, [13] reports only overall
accuracy. Since we have four different evaluation criteria encapsulating previous techniques, we take these
studies as baselines and compare them with our results.
Table 6 shows the previous studies’ evaluation results compared to our proposed model. We call the
model names the same as the data they are trained on. The table compares baseline models with the proposed
model in a paired manner. The results of Humanizr [14], Demographer [13] and M3 [16] models are given as
reported in the original papers. However, each model is applied to different versions of the datasets, such that
the Humanizr model is applied to the balanced, unbalanced, and full versions of the Humanizr dataset. On the
other hand, the Demographer model is applied to the balanced and full version of the Demographer dataset.
The balanced version of the data set includes an equal number of individual and organization accounts. The
number of accounts is determined by undersampling the majority class. They train and test on the balanced
dataset, leading to a different model and evaluation results. Making the dataset balanced decreases the total
1413
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account number (2 x the number of the organizations). To make a fair comparison, in Humanizr evaluation,
the authors also prepare an unbalanced dataset by keeping the organization and individual account ratio the
same as the original dataset but keeping the overall account number the same as the number of accounts in the
balanced dataset. Hence, we have followed the same steps to generate the same experiment environments by
preparing balanced and unbalanced versions of the Humanizr and balanced version of the Demographer dataset.

Table 6. Performance measurements of each model under 7-fold cross-validation.

Model

Dataset

[14]

Humanizr (Full)

Proposed model

Humanizr (Full)

[14]

Humanizr (Unbalanced)

Proposed model

Humanizr (Unbalanced)

[14]

Humanizr (Balanced)

Proposed model

Humanizr (Balanced)

[13]

Demographer (Full)

Proposed model

Demographer (Full)

[13]

Demographer (Balanced)

Proposed model

Demographer (Balanced)

Class
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual

Recall
66.0%
98.6%
71.8%
97.6%
58.6%
98.2%
57.6%
96.9%
89.4%
88.2%
85.6%
89.6%
90.4%
98.5%
95.2%
94.8%

Accuracy
95.5%
95.0%
94.1%
92.5%
88.8%
87.6%
94.6%
97.4%
85.8%
95.0%

In [16], M3 is trained with their crawled dataset. The authors treat the entire Humanizr and Demographer
datasets as a test set and report the performance. The achieved accuracies are 80.7% for organization and 98.6%
for individual accounts, whereas our model’s performances on cross-validation are 90.4% and 98.5%.
Table 7 provides the proposed model’s overall evaluation results since we provide additional evaluation
metrics such as precision and F1-score besides metrics provided in baseline studies. In the table, the results of
the proposed model on all versions of both Humanizr and Demographer datasets are presented.
We have also conducted experiments to determine the effects of the numerical and textual features on
the classification performance separately. Note that, since the number of organizational accounts is much fewer
than the individual accounts, the desired model should produce a high accuracy value, but more importantly,
it should also have high precision values for both classes. As it can be seen in Table 8, using only the numerical
features produce 90% accuracy, but with a very low precision on organizational accounts. On the other hand,
using only the textual features produces much higher accuracy and relatively high precision values for both
classes. Moreover, adding the numerical features to the textual features seems to be increasing accuracy slightly.
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However, it has a significant effect on increasing the precision of the organizational account by 3% . Therefore,
from these results, we can easily claim that the combination of the numeric and textual features gives the best
model.
Table 7. Performance details of the proposed model under 7-fold cross-validation.

Model

Dataset
Humanizr(Full)

Proposed Model

Humanizr(Unbalanced)
Humanizr(Balanced)
Demographer(Full)

Proposed Model

Demographer(Unbalanced)
Demographer(Balanced)

Class
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual

Precision
77.4%
96.8%
70.6%
94.8%
89.3%
86.3%
90.7%
98.5%
88.8%
97.7%
94.8%
95.2%

Recall
71.8%
97.6%
57.6%
96.9%
85.6%
89.6%
90.4%
98.5%
87.8%
97.9%
95.2%
94.8%

F1 Score
74.5
97.2
63.3
95.8
87.3
87.9
90.6
98.5
88.3
97.8
95
95

Accuracy
95.0%
92.5%
87.6%
97.4%
96.3%
95.0%

Table 8. Comparison of the proposed model using numeric, textual, and textual+numeric features on Demographer full
dataset under 7-fold cross-validation.

Features
Only numeric
Only textual
Numeric+textual

Class
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual
Organization
Individual

Precision
52.0%
96.0%
87.7%
98.7%
90.7%
98.5%

Recall
67.1%
92.7%
91.6%
98.1%
90.4%
98.5%

F1 Score
58.6
94.3
89.6
98.4
90.6
98.5

Accuracy
90.0%
97.3%
97.4%

The results show that the metadata of the Twitter accounts contains crucial information about the
individual vs. corporation account classification. Textual features make the dataset more separable than
the numerical features. Our model provides higher account classification scores than the baselines in most
of the measures. Using embedding vectors of textual features instead of occurrence information of words
for classification gives higher performance. According to our perspective, misclassification of an organization
account is a more severe problem—the accuracy of our proposed model is 97.4%, which is the best among
baselines.
5. Conclusions
Social media studies struggle to detect the account type automatically, as it is a needed prior step in many
analysis tasks. Manually processing the dataset is costly and biased, and automating it becomes an extensive research problem. Previous studies, which use more detailed information about accounts, are language-dependent
or need more crawling and training effort. This study aims to classify Twitter accounts as individual vs. organization by eliminating the tweet crawling from the prediction. Using only metadata for the account type
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classification reduces time and space complexity. Moreover, one can not directly access the protected accounts’
detailed information, but these accounts’ metadata are publicly available. The experiments reveal that it is
possible to classify account types using only the metadata, and the proposed model gets ahead of the baselines.
One possible extension is to apply the feature extraction to the numerical features instead of using them
directly as future work. Our proposed method gives considerably high-performance scores as a multi-lingual
model. Working on accounts with the same language might boost the performance. Besides, in addition to
the tool that we have provided that can be used to determine whether a given tweet account is individual
or organization, we also plan to provide our proposed method as a service to make it a quick but eﬀicient
preprocessing tool for researchers working on Twitter data.
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